
Terry I. Major 
Arizona Breakfast Club 

NOTICE 

September 2, 2021 

We held our first meeting at our new location on August 28, 2021. The room seems to be 
quite acceptable for our group. I hope that those who attended are in agreement that the 
room will work well for our meetings. 

Brother’s Family Restaurant 
8466 W. Peoria Ave., Ste 1 

Peoria, AZ 85345 
(623) 979-1077 

I believe that most of you understand that finding a meeting location that is willing to tie 
up their meeting/banquet room for 3 hours on a Saturday is not easy. For this reason I 
must address what is required for us to continue to use the facility: 

1. We must have sufficient orders for food and drinks to make the use of the room 
profitable for the restaurant. 

2. Everyone MUST order something. If you don’t then please donate enough funds to 
the Arizona Breakfast Club to equal the amount of a normal breakfast/lunch cost. 
($20.00 or more). 

3. Leave a Substantial Tip! The wait staff serving our group is tied up with the group 
for most of the time we are present at their facility. 

4. If you do not plan to lay out $20.00 or more to attend the meetings, then please stay 
home and watch the video when I post it. (assuming we continue to have meetings!) 

In order for us to continue to use the facility, we must have a total of the restaurant 
purchases of at least $500.00 or “I” will have to make up the difference. 

I don’t believe that this is unreasonable given the environment today. So, please plan on 
having a decent meal and spending the money necessary to keep our meetings going. We 
will plan on having everyone order and eat for the first hour beginning at 11:00 AM. The 
program will begin at noon and we must be finished by 2:00 PM so that we have time to 
clean up and vacate the room within an hour. 

I hope this is understood. If the Arizona Breakfast Club is a worthwhile organization and 
you find the speakers and information worthy of support, then please take this information 
and act upon it accordingly. If we do not have the support to cover the costs, we will have to 
cease having our meetings. 

Thanks, 

Terry Major 


